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Animalia Metaverse: UNLEASHED
Collection
Animalia Metaverse is a group that creates unique NFT collections on
the Ethereum Blockchain.
Our first collection is called UNLEASHED and will consist of 8,888 unique
Canidae NFTs. In order to ensure fair distribution, all attributes and traits in
8,878 NFTs will be generated using a randomized algorithm. The remaining
10 NFTs will be rare and specifically designed 1/1 cards. All of our
UNLEASHED collection NFTs will cost: 0.03 ETH.

Types of UNLEASHED NFTs:
1. Randomly generated: 8,878 of our UNLEASHED NFTs will be
generated using a randomized algorithm.
2. 1/1 cards: 10 of these NFTs will be specifically designed and hand
drawn. These will not be generated at random.
3. LIMITED randomly generated ‘Breeding cards’: There will be 500
male and female Canidae breeding NFTs. These specific NFTs can be
used 6 months after launch to breed and create new unique Canidae
NFTs, that will inherit distinct traits from both parents and will go on to
form a new collection of NFTs. The owner will need 1 Male and 1 Female
breeding NFTs in their wallet, which will be verified through discord.
Once verification is confirmed, a new Canidae NFT (sharing both parent
attributes) will be randomly generated and airdropped to the user. There
will also be a channel on our discord dedicated to helping the community
breed.
A maximum of 100 of the 8,888 NFTs will be reserved and distributed
between creators, contributors and partners.
50 NFTs will be used for giveaways and airdrops both prior to and
post Official Sale.
Our NFTs will be available to mint at a pre-sale date by up to 1000
chosen whitelisted individuals.

Why own one of our exclusive
UNLEASHED NFTs?
1. Commercial rights: Owners have full commercial rights, as well as
freedom and flexibility with their NFT.
2. Voting rights: Once you have purchased an NFT, you will
automatically be part of our UNLEASHED community. We endeavor to be
community-led and we are counting on users to voice their opinions and
to help us make important decisions.
3. Liquidity Pool: 10% of every NFT sale will go to an allocated address,
that holds the pool funds and will be distributed among the following:
Genesis Holders
Once a month, for the first year, a small number of Genesis holders will
randomly be airdropped a percentage of the liquidity pool.
Special Rewards
One NFT holder will be chosen at random once a month and will be
airdropped a percentage of the pool.
Floor Price Purchase
Every 15 days we will use funds from the liquidity pool to purchase one
NFT at an affordable floor price, in order to help encourage and maintain
the value of the collection. The purchased NFT will then be listed and
sold at a higher price. The funds used, and the proceeds, will be put
back into the liquidity pool.
External NFTs
In order to increase the liquidity pool further, the community will be able
to decide and cast a vote on a promising external NFT project. Once
selected, we will buy 1 NFT from the chosen project, hold it and then sell
it. We will return the full amount plus earnings back into the pool.
4. 10% Of The Liquidity Pool Will Be Returned To The Community:
This will be distributed through competitions, prize draws and more.
5. Virtual Game development: Once the collection has successfully sold
out, we will begin to develop a game where you will be able to use your
purchased NFTs. Our aim is to create thrilling opportunities for everyone
within the Animalia Metaverse to play and earn using their NFTs.
6. Weekly Competitions And Weekly Rewards: We will be
holding weekly competitions to keep our UNLEASHED community
immersed and active.

NOTE: Transaction fees for all airdrops will be TAKEN out from the pool
before being distributed.

Our Aim
Mint all 8,888 UNLEASHED NFTs available to the public in order to obtain
enough liquidity to start the development of 3D characters, which will
be used to create a virtual game. We will always share our ideas about
potential game and merchandise development, since we take pride in our
community and want them to feel included throughout our journey.
NOTE: For this to be feasible all 8888 NFTs will have to be minted.

What’s in store for us and these
furry creatures?
10% - Giveaways & Airdrops - Some NFTs will be won
through competitions that will be carried out using our Discord
and social media platforms.
20% - Complete Pre-Sale - Whitelisted individuals from competitions held
will be able to purchase our NFTs before they are available to the public.
30% - Official Sale And All 8,888 NFTs Minted - The rest of the public
will have the opportunity to purchase our NFTs. We will need all 8,888
NFTs to be minted so that we can proceed onto the next step.
40% - Establish Liquidity Pool & Buy An NFT At Floor Price Holders stated in the ‘Liquidity Pool’ section will receive a percentage of
earnings from it. In order to maintain the value of the collection we will buy
an NFT at floor price every 15 days. It will then be sold and all funds plus
proceeds will be transferred into the Liquidity pool.
50% - Merchandise Ideas And Competitions - The established
UNLEASHED collective, will have the chance to regularly vote on the type
of merchandise to giveaway as well as various competitions that they
would like to engage in. Our aim is to keep the community a dynamic and
active part of the process.
60% - Charity Donation Chosen - Our community will be voting on which
charity to give proceeds to.

70% - Development Of 3D Characters Will Begin - The community will
vote on which NFTs should be turned into 3D characters.
75% - Creating A New Metaverse Land - Land will be bought in a
Metaverse World such as ‘Decentraland’, ‘The Sandbox’ or one chosen by
the community.
80% - 3D Characters Launched on the Metaverse.
90% - Partnerships will be formed and Game Development will begin.
95% - Game Development Begins - The 3D characters that were picked
will be developed and introduced into the new game.
100% - Game Launch Date Will Be Confirmed.
Find out more by joining our community and discord server
Animalia Metaverse.

